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Valse moderato (Dreamily)

Im in love with a melody
Night and day like a magic charm

That captured me
That melody

It's a part of me

of my heart
constantly

Haunting me and I'm forever saying
Thrilling me and that's why I keep saying
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a tempo

Play that dreamy melody. That

soothing refrain. Play it sweet and tenderly.

I don't know why it haunts me so. I seem to

R.H.

molto rit.

a tempo

hear it everywhere I go. Play that

molto rit.

a tempo
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FIRST LAST AND ALWAYS

SONG
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First last and always Honest and true—there's

no one but you First last and always

You'll have your way What more can I say In to my heart you came

stealing Your winning smile so appealing There's
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